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Abstract

We propose multi-modal story-oriented video summarization (MMSS) which,
unlike previous works that use fine-tuned, domain-specific heuristics, pro-
vides a domain-independent, graph-based framework. MMSS uncovers cor-
relations between information of different modalities and gives meaningful
story-oriented news video summaries. MMSS can also be applied for video
retrieval, achieving performance that matches the best traditional retrieval
techniques (OKAPI and LSI), with no fine-tuned heuristics such as tf/idf.



 



1 Introduction and related works

As more and more video libraries [12] become available, video summarization
is in great demands for accessing these video collections efficiently. Sum-
marizing evolving news stories has broad applications ranging from media
production (documentary) and education, to searching and indexing. Most
previous work focuses on summarizing an entire video clip into a more com-
pact movie, to facilitate browsing and content-based retrieval [11, 6]. For
story-oriented summarization, research has been done mainly under the con-
text of multi-document summarization [4] in the textual domain. Little work
has been done on story-oriented video summarization using the multi-modal
information in video clips.

Identifying footages of an evolving story from daily news programs is
difficult. Broadcast news programs commonly shows a small icon beside an
anchorperson to represent the story which the anchorperson is reporting at
the time [2]. The same icon is usually reused later in the shots about the
follow-up development of the story, as an aid for the viewers to link the
current coverage with the past coverage. We call these icons "logos", and the
associated stories "logo stories". The properties of logos make them a robust
feature for linking separated footages of a story.

In this paper, we propose a method, MMSS, to generate multi-modal
summary of a logo story. MMSS integrates multi-modal (visual/textual) in-
formation, treating it in an uniform, modality-independent fashion, with no
need of parameter tuning. In fact, MMSS uncovers cross-modal correlations
which gives not only good story summaries, but also video retrieval perfor-
mance that matches the best finely tuned traditional information retrieval
techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed
method, MMSS. Sections 3 presents our experimental results on two ap-
plications, namely, story-oriented video summarization and video retrieval.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Proposed method: Video mining with MMSS

MMSS introduces a general framework for mining the cross-modal corre-
lations among data of different modalities (frames/terms/logos) in video
clips. The cross-modal correlations found by MMSS are then used for story-
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Figure 1: (News logos) Shots' keyframes which have logos and the transcript
words associated with the shots.

oriented summarization and video retrieval.
The data set we used in this work is the TRECVID 2003 [10] data set. The

data set is a collection of news programs. Each news program is segmented
into shots, each of which is associated with a keyframe and a set of transcript
words. For the words, we keep only the nouns and filter out the stop words.

A keyframe which contains a logo is called a "logo frame". Figure 1 shows
the keyframes and the associated transcript words of three shots which have
logo frames. In our experiments, logos are identified and extracted from the
logo frames, using the off-the-shelf iconic matching algorithm [2, 3]. The
iconic matching algorithm does not detect all the logo frames, due to the
variations at the background of these frames. However, as we show later,
the proposed MMSS method could identify the close relationship among the
found logo frames and those that are missed, and successfully pulls up those
missing ones.

Some news stories, such as "Winter Olympics", consist of footages that
arc loosely related, in terms of word usage and repeating scene occurrences.
For example, shots of the "Winter Olympics", such as "speed skating" and
"snow-boarding", may share only a few words or frames (one is an indoor
sport, and the other is an outdoor one). Furthermore, as a story evolves, the
usage of terms in the transcript changes. For such news stories, logos provide



robust links to associate the shots of the same story.

Observation 1 Logos provide robust visual hints and help track the shots of
an evolving story.

Our goal is to exploit the logos to facilitate video mining tasks. Particu-
larly, we focus on the following two applications:

• (Story summarization) How do we generate high-quality textual and
visual summaries of a logo story?

• (Video retrieval) How can we exploit the logos to retrieve the video
clips that are relevant to a text query?

In addition, we want to perform the above two tasks in a principled way, that
is, using the same framework for both tasks, integrating multi-modal sources
easily, with no parameter tuning.

In the following subsections, we first describe our proposed method "MMSS",
which is a graph-based method, using the versatile tool - random walk with
restarts. Following that, we briefly review two of the best traditional textual
retrieval techniques. As we show later, our proposed method achieves com-
parative (sometimes is even better) result on video retrieval, comparing with
the two textual retrieval methods.

2.1 Graph GMMSS

We integrate the information of shot-word co-occurrence and the logo infor-
mation into a graph GMMSS- The graph GMMSS is a three-layer graph with
3 types of nodes and 2 types of edges. The 3 types of nodes are the logo-node,
the frame-node and the term-node, each corresponds to a logo, a keyframe
(shot), or a term, respectively. The 2 types of edges are the term-occurrence
edge and the "same-logo" edge.

Figure 2 shows an example graph GMMSS with 2 logo-nodes { / I , ^ } ,

5 frame-nodes {/i,... 5/5}, and 10 term-nodes {<i,... , *io}- The term-
occurrence edges are the solid lines, and the "same-logo" edges are the dotted
lines. Let O{n) be the corresponding object of a node n. For example, O(li)
is the corresponding logo of the logo-node U.

A logo-node U is connected to a frame-node fj by a "same-logo" edge, if
the logo O(li) appears in the frame O(fj). A frame-node fj is connected to



winter Olympics nagano medal state secretary madeleine albright iraqi congress

Figure 2: (The MMSS graph GMMSS) Three types of nodes: logo-nodes
/^'s, frame-nodes /^'s and term-nodes Vs; and, two types of edges: "same-
logo" edges (dotted) and the term-occurrence edges (solid). Each frame-node
represents a video shot.

a term-node t^ by a term-occurrence edge, if the term O(tk) occurs in the
shot whose keyframe is O(fj).

For logo story summarization and video retrieval, the essential part they
share is to select objects pertaining to one (or a set of) query object(s). In
logo story summarization, the query object is the logo(-node) of the story we
want to summarize. The frames and terms forming the summary are selected
based on their "relevance" to the query logo-node. As for video retrieval, we
select video shots based on their "relevance" to the set of query terms. With
the graph GMMSS,

 w e can turn the problem of computing "relevance" of an
object with respect to the query objects, into a random walk on the graph
GMMSS, as we show next.

2.2 Random walk with restarts (RWR)

In this work, we propose to use random walk with restarts ("RWR") [7] to
estimate the relevance of a node V with respect to the restart node "s". The
"random walk with restarts" operates as follows: to compute the relevance
of a node V for node V, consider a random walker that starts from node
V. At every time-tick, the walker chooses randomly among the available
edges, with one modification: before he makes a choice, he goes back to node
V with probability c. Let us(v) denote the stationary probability that our
random walker will find himself at node ' V . Then, us(v) is what we want,



Input:
1. GMMSS*- & MMSS graph with N nodes (nodes are numbered from 1
to TV).
2. 1Z: a set of restart nodes. {\ft\ is the number of nodes in 1Z)
Output:
u^: the RWR scores of all nodes with respect to 71
Steps:
1. Let A be the adjacency matrix of GMMSS- Normalize the columns
of A and make each column sum up to 1.
2. Vn is the iV-by-1 restart vector, whose z-th element is T^J, if node i
is in 1Z; otherwise, the i-th element is 0.
3. Initialize u^=v^ .
4. while(u^ has not converged)

4.1 \in = (l-c)Au^ + ^
5. Return the converged

Figure 3: Algorithm RWR: un = RWR(GMMSS, ft)

the relevance of "v" with respect to "s", and we call it the RWR score of 'V
(with respect to "5").

The intuition is that if the random walker who restarts (with probability
c) from s has high chance of finding himself at node w, then node v is close
(relevant) to s. Figure 3 gives the algorithm of RWR.

Definition 1 (RWR score) The RWR score of node v with respect to the
restart node s, indicating the relevance of v to s, is the stationary probability
us(v) of a random walk with restarts, as defined above.

The stationary probability of RWR is dependent on the restart nodes,
as opposed to the plain random walk (with or without damping) that the
final stationary probability is independent to any node. Since we want the
relevance of a node to be dependent on the query nodes, RWR fits our need
better.

We summarize a logo story by choosing a set of keyframes which show
the major scenes and people involved in the story, and a set of words that
describes the story. To use RWR to summarize a logo story O(/«), we set the
restart node s at the logo-node s=/7> The frame(-node)s and term(-node)s



Input:
1. GMMSS'- & MMSS graph with N nodes (nodes are numbered from 1
toiV).
2. 0(1): the logo story to be summarized. Let its logo-node be /.
3. PF (PT)'- number of frames (terms) to be selected for the summary.
Output:
1. T\\ a set of PF frame-nodes
2. T{. a set of pr term-nodes
Steps:
1. Let ?£={ /} .
2. Do u[ = R W R ( G M M S S , ft) to obtain the RWR scores of all nodes
with respect to the logo node /.
3. T\ — the set of pp frame-nodes having the highest RWR scores
among all frame-nodes.
3. Ti = the set of pT term-nodes having the highest RWR scores among
all term-nodes.

Figure 4: Algorithm: [Fu Ti\ = Algo-VSum(GMMss, O{1), pF, pr)

with the highest RWR, scores are then selected as the story summary. The
algorithm for story-oriented summarization, Algo-VSum, is given in Figure
4.

Similarly, for video retrieval, the restart nodes are set at the term-nodes
corresponding to the query terms. The query result is the set of shots (frame-
nodes) with the highest RWR, scores. The algorithm for video retrieval, Algo-
VIR, is given in Figure 5.

The computation of the stationary probability is very interesting and im-
portant. We use matrix notation, for compactness. We want to find the most
related terms to the set of query nodes Q. To do that, we do an RWR restart-
ing randomly from any node in Q, and compute the stationary probability
vector UQ = (WQ(1), . •. ,uQ(N)), where N is the number of nodes in the
GMMSS graph. Here, we label each node in the GMMSS graph sequentially
from 1 to N.

The estimation of vector u^ can be implemented efficiently by matrix
multiplication. Let A be the N-by-N adjacency matrix of the GMMSS graph.
We normalize each column of A, so that each column sums up to 1, to make
it a valid random-walk transition matrix.



Input:
1. GMMSS'- a MMSS graph with TV nodes (nodes are numbered from 1
toN).
2. Q: a set of query terms.
3. p\ number of shots to be retrieved.
Output:
TQ. the set of p retrieved shots/framc-nodcs.
(Note: A frame-node represents a shot.)
Steps:
1. Let 1Z be the set of query term-nodes corresponding to Q.
2. Dou^ = RWR(C?AfMss? *R) to obtain the RWR scores of all nodes
with respect to the query Q.
3. TQ is the set of p frame-nodes having the highest RWR scores among
all the frame-nodes.

Figure 5: Algorithm: TQ = Algo-VIR(GMA^, Q, p)

Let VQ be a iV-by-1 vector with all its N elements zero, except for the
entries that corresponds to the query nodes Q, which are set to 4^ (\Q\ is
the number of query nodes). We call VQ the "restart vector" for the query
Q. Now we can formalize the definition of the "relevance" (RWR score) of a
node (Definition 1). Note that the set Q is equivalent to the set 1Z of restart
nodes in Figure 3 (Algorithm RWR).

Definition 2 (Stationary vector Ug) Let Q be a set of query nodes from
which the RWR restarts with probability c. RWR randomly picks one node
from Q when it restarts. Let A be the column-normalized transition matrix.
Then, the N-by-1 stationary probability vector UQ; satisfies the equation:

v^. (1)

We can easily show that

a 1va, (2)
where I is the N-by-N identity matrix.

We can compute the stationary probability vector UQ by inverting the
sparse matrix (I — (1 — c)A). By exploiting the sparseness of the matrix,
the matrix inversion can be performed efficiently [5, 8].



Symbol
N
V
R

|D|
V
i
j

Q
T

Tie

sim(qf)
simR(lf)

Description

number of documents
number of distinct words (vocabulary size)
number of the top singular vectors kept for LSI
length of document D
word vocabulary {w\,... , wy}
index to documents
index to words
the z-th document in the document collection
the query (set of words)
OKAPI similarity matrix (equation 5)
LSI similarity matrix (equation 6)
F-by-1 query vector
iV-by-1 document similarity to query "cf (from OKAPI)
iV-by-1 document similarity to query "qf (from LSI)

Table 1: Symbols used in this paper

2.3 Textual retrieval techniques: OKAPI and LSI
Besides story-oriented summarization, MMSS is versatile and can be applied
to other tasks such as video retrieval. In this paper, we compared the perfor-
mance of MMSS on video retrieval with two traditional information retrieval
techniques, OKAPI and LS7, which use only textual information. OKAPI
and LSI treat each video shot as a document of transcript words. The three
methods assign scores to video shots with respect to a set of query words,
and return the shots with high scores as the retrieval result of the query.
We compare the shots retrieved by the three methods, and examine their
relevance to the query. Here, we briefly introduce the methods OKAPI and
LSI. Table 1 summaries the symbols we use in this paper.

The OKAPI method The OKAPI method [9] is reported to be one of
the best methods for measuring document-to-query similarity. The OKAPI
method defines the similarity between a query Q and a document D as

szm(Q,D) =
tflaw

df{qw)+0.5 J

JHL
(3)

In Equation 3, N is the total number of documents in the collection; tf(qw, D)
is the frequency of the term qw in the document D; df(qw) is the document
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frequency of the term qw (the number of documents in the collection con-
taining the term qw); |D| is the length of the document D; and avgAl is the
average length of all the N documents. The similarity function of a document
and a query has been finely tuned to achieve outstanding performance.

For a query Q, we need to evaluate szra(Q, Di) for every document Dj
in the collection, so that we can rank the documents by their similarity to
the query Q. We can present this overall evaluation in matrix form. Let
V = {wi,... , wv} be the vocabulary of all the V possible transcript words.
Let i be the index to documents and j be the index to words. Define the
OKAPI similarity matrix T as a N-by-V matrix whose (i j)-element Tij is

+ {( T-i M {N-df(wj)+Q.5\

0-5+ 1 . 5 ^ + «/(!!;,•, D.)

A query is represented as a V-by-1 vector if, with its j-element be the
frequency of word Wj in the query Q. Elements in if are mostly zero, except
those corresponding to the words that appear in the query. Let sim (if) be
a N-by-1 vector of the OKAPI similarity scores of all the documents to a
query if. sim(lf) is defined as

sim(-qf) = Tlf. (5)

Notice that the i-th element of sim(lf) is the OKAPI similarity score,
sim(Q, D|), between document Dj and the query Q.

The LSI method Latent semantics indexing (LSI) [1] has shown great
success in information retrieval applications. In this work, we also compare
our video retrieval result with the result of LSI. We apply LSI to construct a
N-by-V matrix TR from T (Equation 4), where R is the number of singular
vectors kept by the LSI. Specifically, singular value decomposition (SVD) is
applied on T and decomposes T=UAVT . Let UR be the N-by-R matrix
consisted of the first R columns of U. Similarly, VR is the V-by-R ma-
trix consisted of the first R columns of V. Let AR be the top-left R-by-R
submatrix of matrix A. The LSI similarity matrix TR is defined as

T* = VRARVT
R. (6)

The LSI similarity scores of all documents to the query "qf can be com-
puted as

s i m ^ l f ) = Ttflf. (7)



In our experiments, each shot is treated as a document - a document of
the transcript words in the shot. We remove stop words from the transcript
and keep only terms that are nouns. Given a query, the documents/shots
which have the highest OKAPI or LSI similarity scores are retrieved as the
query result.

3 Experimental Results

The experiments are designed to answer the following questions: (a) For
story summarization, how informative are the shots (keyframes) and the
terms that MMSS chooses? (b) For video retrieval by textual query, how
well does MMSS do, comparing to the existing successful textual retrieval
methods, like OKAPI and LSI?

Specifically, the problems of story summarization and video retrieval are

Problem 1 (Story summarization) Given a logo, find the best shots and/or
terms for it.

Problem 2 (Video retrieval) Given a query word, find relevant video shots.

We should emphasize that OKAPI and LSI can only answer queries of
the form "given a query, find relevant video shots". Our MMSS method,
being modality-independent, can answer other types of queries. For example,
queries such as "given a shot (whose keyframe does not have a logo), find
the best logo for it", which can be done by computing the RWR scores of
the logo-nodes (restarting from the node of the given shot); or "given a logo,
find other related logos", which can be done by computing RWR scores on
all logo-nodes (restarting from the query logo-node).

In our experiments, we follow the guidelines from [7] and set the restart
probability c=0.65 for our 3-layer GMMSS graph.

3.1 Story summarization

MMSS summarizes a logo story using the frames and terms which have the
highest RWR scores (with respect to the logo story). Figures 6 shows the
top 30 frames selected by MMSS for the logo "Iraq" (Figure 1 (c)). The top
7 frames are the logo frames detected by the iconic matching. These frames
are ranked high, simply because they are connected directly to the restart
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Rank 26 Rank 27 Rank 28 Rank 29 Rank 30

Figure 6: (Visual summary of logo "Iraq") Frames are sorted (highest score
first).
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Rank 11 Rank 12 Rank 13 Rank 14 Rank 15

Figure 7: (Visual summary of the logo story "Winter Olympics") Frames are
sorted (highest score first).

logo-node in the graph GMMSS- Interestingly, MMSS found extra "Iraq"
logo frames (e.g., the logo frame ranked 16) missed by the iconic matching.

MMSS selects informative frames about the logo story, where faces of
the major players could be easily seen. For example, Kofi Annan appears
in the frames ranked 9-th and 20-th. In addition, frames which contain
overlaid text are also selected, as shown in the frames ranked 26-th and 28-th
- the "Crisis in the Gulf"- on which the current developments in Iraq are
listed. We emphasize that the information of overlaid text is important and
may not be available to the textual retrieval methods, for they are rarely
fully mentioned by the anchor person and therefore, are not in the transcript.
Other logos pertaining to the logo "Iraq" are also detected and selected, for
example, the "Yeltsin" logo at rank 14 and the "Canada-Iraq" logo at rank
29.

Figure 7 shows the top 15 frames selected by MMSS for the logo story
"Winter Olympics" (Figure 1 (a)). All top 15 frames are pertinent to the
topic "Winter Olympics". The selected frames are very informative, where

12



Rank 11 Rank 12 Rank 13 Rank 14 Rank 15

Figure 8: (Visual summary of logo "Lewinsky") Frames are sorted (highest
score first).

scenes of major activities are shown (e.g., frames ranked 7-th and 8-th).
Frames with informative overlaid text are also selected by MMSS. For exam-
ple, the frame ranked 4-th gives the athletes' names, countries and finishing
times on the final result of Women's 7.5 kilometers biathlon. The top three
frames arc the logo frames detected by the iconic matching. Logo frames
missed by the iconic matching are again found by MMSS (e.g, the logo frame
at rank 5), as in the case of logo story "Iraq".

Figure 8 shows the top 15 frames selected by MMSS for the logo "Lewin-
sky" (Figure 1 (b)). Faces of the major players are shown in the selected
frames. For example, Starr is shown in the frames at rank 5, 11 and 12.
Frames which contain overlaid text are selected (rank 14), as well as other
logos pertaining to the query logo (rank 15, logo "Clinton investigation").

Observation 2 (Visual summary by MMSS) MMSS summarizes logo
stories by selecting relevant frames from the news video collections. Specifi-
cally, MMSS selects frames

• of persons, objects, activities which are significant to the story;

13



Logo story
"Winter
Olympics"

"Lewinsky"

"Iraq"

Summarizing terms

winter medal gold state skier headline news result su-
perticker Olympics competition nagano ceremony watch
night round game team sport weather photo woman that
today Canada bronze year home storm coverage
house lawyer intern ginsburg starr bill Whitewater coun-
sel immunity president clinton monica source information
money trie learned iraq today state agreement country
client weapon force nation inspection courthouse germany
support
iraq minister annan kofi effort baghdad report president
arab strike defense sudan iraqi today weapon secretary talk
school window problem there desk peter student system
damage apart arnett albright secretarygeneral

Table 2: (Textual summary by MMSS) Terms are sorted (highest score first).

• with meaningful overlaid text;

• which contain the logos but are missed by the "iconic matching" tech-
nique;

• of other relevant logos.

Besides ranking frames for summarization, MMSS also ranks and se-
lects relevant terms at the same time. Table 2 shows the terms selected
by MMSS for summarizing three logo stories in Figure 1, namely "Winter
Olympics", "Lewinsky" and "Iraq". The selected terms are meaningful and
convey the content of the logo stories. Together with the selected frames in
Figures 6, 7, and 8, we found that MMSS successfully provides multi-modal
(frames and terms) summaries of logo stories.

3.2 Video retrieval
In the task of video retrieval, we are given a query (a set of terms), the goal
is to retrieve shots which are most relevant to the query. In other words,
we want to rank all the shots by their relevance to the set of query words.
The queries used in our experiments are: {' 'lewinsky'', c ' c l in ton 3 ' } ,
{< 'lewinsky"}, {"cl in ton ' '} , {< 'Olympics''}, {"annan", " i r a q " } ,
{"annan"}, and { " i r aq"} .
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Rank 6 Rank 7 Rank 8 Rank 9 Rank 10

Figure 9: Keyframes of the top 10 shots retrieved by MMSS on query
{c ' l ewinsky ' ; , ' c Cl in ton ' ' } . Frames are sorted (highest score first).

Since the data set we use does not have ground truth for any query, we do
not report the standard precision and recall measures. Instead, we inspect
the result by human judgment. We leave the precision/recall experiments to
the future work.

We notice that a shot which contains many query words does not nec-
essarily has meaningful content about the query. A "teaser" which gives an
overview of all the stories that will be covered in a news program is such an
example. In a teaser shot, many keywords about many stories are mentioned
by the anchor, however, no detail about any story is provided there. Besides,
a teaser is usually accompanied with the anchor shots and does not have
informative scene shots. Traditional textual retrieval methods are likely to
retrieve teaser-style shots, for they are full of keywords. On the other hand,
MMSS is unbiased to the teasers, as we show next.

Figure 9 shows the shots retrieved by MMSS for the query {' ' lewinsky' ' ,
1'clinton;'}. The frontal view of the major players related to the query
is at the top of the list, for example, Starr at rank 1 and Monica at rank
4. Other shots at the top of the list are the shots of related logo stories -
shots of the logo stories "Clinton investigation" (at rank 3, 7 and 10) and
"Jordan" (at rank 5).

In addition, MMSS avoids the news "teasers" while OK API and LSI rank
the teaser shots with high scores. For example, in Figure 10, the rank 10
shot chosen by OKAPI is a teaser shot - indicated by the words "In the next
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Rank 1

Rank 6

Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4

Rank 7 Rank 8 Rank 9

Rank 5

Rank 10

Figure 10: Keyframes of the top 10 shots retrieved by OKAPI on query
{' ' lewinsky' ' , '' C l in ton ' ' } . Frames are sorted (highest score first).

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Rank 6 Rank 7 Rank 8 Rank 9 Rank 10

Figure 11: Keyframes of the top 10 shots retrieved by LSI on query
{''lewinsky'9, c'Clinton''}. Frames are sorted (highest score first).

30 minutes" at the background of the keyframe. In Figure 11, the shots at
rank 5, 8, and 10 chosen by LSI are teaser shots: rank 5th shot has a small
symbol ("top stories") at the bottom left of the keyframe, and shots at rank
8 and 10 have keyframes of the lottery numbers, which are usually shown
right before the opening teaser of a news program. Results of other queries
yield similar observations and are not shown here.
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Method
MMSS

OKAPI

LSI (using 50
singular vectors)

Transcript term (histogram)
clinton lewinsky president monica attorney today house jury starr
bill Washington relationship story Whitewater lawyer daughter j ones
counsel intern investigation immunity conversation headline minute
ginsburg affair question judge mother office
clinton(16) lewinsky(ll) monica(6) president(6) service(2)
minute(2) report(2) blitzer(l) wolf(l) conversation^) contro-
versy^) lewis(l) testimony(l) agent(l) nature(l) officer(l)
claim(l) exchange(l) immunity(1) intern(l) house(l) affair(1)
attorney(l) question(l) relationship^) whitewater(l) headline(l)
time(l) office(1)
clinton(20) president(20) mandela(l) friend(l) congress(l) lady(l)
visit(1) administration(l) relationship(l) washington(l)

Table 3: Query result summary of the query {'' lewinsky' ' , " c l i n t o n ; ' } .
Numbers in the parentheses are the counts of the terms in the top 30 shots
retrieved by OKAPI or LSI. Terms are sorted (highest RWR scores or fre-
quencies first).

Observation 3 (OKAPI and LSI are biased to teaser shots) Textual
retrieval methods such as OKAPI and LSI prefer teaser shots, such as, the
"headlines preview" at the beginning of news programs, due to the many
keywords the news anchors mentioned in those shots. Unfortunately, these
teasers do not contain major shots of story content.

Besides selecting relevant shots/keyframes for the user query, MMSS also
provide a list of keywords ranked by their relevance (RWR scores) to the
query. The result can be viewed as a textual summary of the retrieved shots.
On the other hand, the OKAPI and LSI methods do not have a straight-
forward way to generate such a query result summary. For comparison, we
collect the word-count histogram of the transcript words in the shots re-
trieved by the OKAPI or LSI, and consider such a histogram as the query
result summary. These histograms arc compared with the query result sum-
mary given by MMSS. We note that in our experiments, the transcript words
are "filtered", where stop words are removed and only nouns are kept.

Table 3 compares the textual summaries of the retrieval results by MMSS,
OKAPI and LSI. The query is {' ' lewinsky", ' ' c l i n t o n " } . MMSS re-
ports the top 30 terms, ordered by their RWR scores. Each of the OKAPI and
LSI (using the first 50 singular vectors) reports the histogram of the terms
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Method
MMSS

OKAPI

LSI (using 50
singular vectors)

Transcript term (histogram)
Olympics winter sponsor headline sport dial moscow news network
medal drug disappointment rumor region game gold technology
underwhelming quarter hold pair champion reason later michael
entertainment next force panel dennis
olympics(20) winter(6) sponsor(3) headline(3) sport(3) dial(2)
news(2) underwhelming(l) disappointment(1) snowboarding(l)
moscow (1) network(l) rumor (1) next(l) michael (1) pair(l)
medal(l) gold(l) drug(l) technology(l) hold(l) later(l) entertain-
ment^) reason(l) champion(l) region(l) force(l) dennis(l) per-
sian(l) panel(l)
sport(20) news(3) headline(2) article(l) winter(l) bull(l) month(l)

Table 4: Query result summary of the query {''Olympics''}. Numbers in
the parentheses are the counts of the terms in the top 30 shots retrieved by
OKAPI or LSI. Terms are sorted (highest RWR scores or frequencies first).

in the top 30 retrieved shots. Terms of the highest RWR scores (MMSS) or
frequencies (OKAPI/LSI) are listed first.

For the query { ' ( lewinsky", ' ( C l i n t o n ' ' } , MMSS selects relevant
terms such as ( 'monica ' ' and ' 'Whitewater ' ' , as OKAPI does. For this
particular query, MMSS also successfully retrieves terms like c (starr'' and
' ' J ones ' ' , which OKAPI and LSI miss. Other queries yield similar obser-
vations: For example, Table 4 compares the query result summaries on the
query { i ' Olympics''}; Table 5 compares the query result summaries on the
query {' ' i r a q ' ' } . In fact, MMSS picks up more meaningful terms, because
it is not restricted to select terms that are in the 30 retrieved shots, and
can consider all possible terms. In general, without sophisticated parameter
tuning, MMSS gives query result summary (at least) as good as those given
by OKAPI and LSI.

We want to emphasize that MMSS ranks terms and frames/shots in-
dependently, as opposed to the textual retrieval methods which rank the
shots/frames first, and then collect the terms in the top ranked shots as
"relevant". The ability of MMSS to rank terms and frames independently
produces a more meaningful query result summary.
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Method
MMSS

OKAPI

LSI (using 50
singular vectors)

Transcript term (histogram)
iraq weapon president inspector clinton saddam standoff site minis-
ter security annan nation state strike action today resolution coun-
cil inspection consequence defense baghdad attack agreement ac-
cess month gulf people unscom secretarygeneral
iraq(20) consequence (2) upheaval(l) spirit(l) cooperation (1)
apart(l) stage(l) thursday(l) reaction(l) demand(l) conflict(l)
agreement(1) minister(1) unscom(l) school(l) saddam(1) inspec-
tor^) resolution(l) people(l) month(l) president(l)
iraq(17) weapon(12) inspector(ll) site(10) access(5) council(4) se-
curity^) arman(3) month(3) secretarygeneral(2) member(2) na-
tion(2) action(2) standoff(2) president(2) official(2) butler(l) mon-
itor^) wait(l) cooperation(l) biological(l) survavers(l) jacques(l)
pressurer(l) mapping(l) production(l) arriving(l) size(l) kofi(l)
chemical(l) building(l) richard(l) minister(1) chief(1) unscom(l)
finding(l) say(l) commission(l) arnett(l) peter(l) baghdad(l)
strike(l) mission(l) team(l) saddam(l) agency(1) russian(l) res-
olution(l) part(l) work(l) today(l) rcport(l) numbcr(l) ncws(l)
Washington(1) morning(l)

Table 5: Query result summary of the query { ' ' i r a q ' ' } . Numbers in the
parentheses are the counts of the terms in the top 30 shots retrieved by
OKAPI or LSI. Terms arc sorted (highest RWR scores or frequencies first).

4 Conclusions

We propose MMSS for multi-modal story-oriented video summarization and
video retrieval. Logos (Figure 1) extracted from shot keyframes provide a
robust hint to group shots of each logo story. MMSS integrates both the
textual and logo information in a graph. The random work with restarts
(RWR) is used to obtain a story-specific relevance ranking (RWR scores,
Definition 1) on the terms and shot keyframes. Our experiments on the
TRECVID 2003 data set show that MMSS is effective and gives meaningful
multi-modal story-oriented summaries. Moreover, MMSS matches the per-
formance of the best textual retrieval methods on video retrieval. In fact,
MMSS sometimes does better, because it avoids the news "teasers" (Obser-
vation 3). Unlike the textual retrieval methods, MMSS achieves these with
no sophisticated parameter tuning.

Finally, we note that MMSS can discover correlations between objects
of different modalities. Besides answering queries of video summarization
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(Problem 1) and retrieval (Problem 2), MMSS is general and can answer
other queries such as "given a shot whose keyframe docs not contain a logo,
find the best logo for it", or "given a logo, find other related logos."
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